
Mothers, Mothering and Sex Work
Edited by Rebecca Bromwich & Monique Marie DeJong

“Mothers, Mothering and Sex Work is a much-needed intervention 
that illuminates the intersectional challenges facing mothers in-
volved in sex work, and their children, extended families and com-
munities. Taking a transdisciplinary approach, the creative-critical 
anthology engages with the resistance, resilience, joy and humour 
that sex working mothers demonstrate in the face of stigma, oppres-
sion and sex work-phobic maternal discourses.”
—Dr. Ummni Khan, Associate Professor, Carleton University

Book Launch
July 30, 2015, 7:30-10:30 pm

323 Richmond Street East, Toronto
Upstairs Party Room, Penthouse Floor, Buzzer #199, 

Enter lobby and turn left for elevators, take elevator to PH 
floor and follow signs to Party Room

 Open bar (donations appreciated), light snacks served 
Free admission, Book $25 (includes tax), mobility device accessible from side 

entrance off Sherbourne Street
RSVP to angiedeveau@gmail.com by July 23, 2015

http://www.demeterpress.org

Mothers Under Fire: Mothering in Conflict Areas
Edited by Tatjana Takševa and Arlene Sgoutas 

“Mothers Under Fire: Mothering in Conflict Areas is an excellent and 
welcome contribution to the study of gender and conflict, and in 
particular the impact of conflict on mothers and mothering. Through 
different disciplinary perspectives, first person interviews, and his-
torical and contemporary cases across geographic regions, this book 
convincingly demonstrates how mothers have agency in times of 
conflict and post-conflict.”
—Kristen P. Williams, Clark University

Communicating Motherhood/Mothers Communicating 
in Popular Culture and Social Media, JMI Vol. 6.1

This special issue on Communicating Motherhood/Mothers Com-
municating in Popular Culture and Social Media features eleven ar-
ticles, eleven book reviews, and a special poetry folio featuring the 
work of Kirun Kapur. Articles include: mommy bloggers as rebels 
and community builders; mediating motherhood and celebrity in 
popular media; mommy blogging and deliberative dialogical eth-
ics; imag(in)ing motherood on Pinterest; and many more!


